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1 Introduction

There are two kinds of comparative degree clauses: degree equatives (as-clauses), ex-

pressing equality, and comparatives proper (than-clauses), expressing inequality. The

two types are illustrated for English in (1) below:

(1) a. Ralph is as tall [as Peter (is)].

b. Ralph is taller [than Peter (is)].

As can be seen, the two types of subclauses differ clearly in their complementizer. How-

ever, this is not necessarily the case, and in this way there is no rigid split between de-

gree equatives and comparatives regarding the complementiser itself.

In Modern German, for instance, there is a partial overlap in the complementizer in

various non-standard dialects. In the standard variety, degree equatives are introduced

by wie ‘how, as’ and comparatives are introduced by als ‘as, than’.1 Consider:
*This research was funded by the German Research Fund (DFG), via my research project “The syn-

tax of functional left peripheries and its relation to information structure” (BA 5201/1-1) carried out

at the University of Potsdam. I owe many thanks to the audience of DiGS 17 for their helpful ques-

tions and suggestions, in particular to George Walkden. I would also like to thank Agnes Jäger, Malte

Zimmermann and Ellen Brandner for discussions on various aspects of this research.
1For the sake of consistency, I am going to gloss als as ‘than’ and wie as ‘as’, except when the lat-

ter is clearly an operator corresponding to ‘how’.
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(2) a. Ralf
Ralph

ist
is

so
so

groß
tall

wie
as

Peter.
Peter

‘Ralph is as tall as Peter.’

b. Ralf
Ralph

ist
is

größer
taller

als
than

Peter.
Peter

‘Ralph is taller than Peter.

By contrast, regional dialects show the availability of als, wie and the combination

als wie in both constructions, as shown by Jäger (2016); see also Eggs (2006); Lipold

(1983); Weise (1918). The examples in (3) show the dialectal options for degree equa-

tives:2

(3) a. buten
outside

so
so

still
silent

as
as

binnen
inside

‘outside as silent as inside’ (Low German)

(Jäger 2016: 260, ex. 540a, citing Weise 1918: 170)

b. Dei
your

Schweinsbraan
roast.pork

schmeggd
tastes

genau
exactly

a
prt

so
so

fad
stale

ais
than

wia
as

dei
your

Schbinad
spinach

‘Your roast pork tastes just as stale as your spinach.’ (Bavarian)

(Jäger 2016: 260, ex. 541a, citing Merkle 1975: 171)

c. A
an

Flugzeig
aeroplane

is
is

genauso
just.as

deia
expensive

wiar
as

a
a
Loggomodiv.
locomotive

‘An aeroplane is just as expensive as a locomotive.’ (Bavarian)

(Jäger 2016: 260, ex. 539a, citing Merkle 1975: 171)

The examples in (4) show the dialectal options for comparatives:3

2The pattern in (3a) has largely disappeared across dialects and it is attested only in traditional

North German (Low German) dialects. The pattern given in (3b) is attested in dialects to the south

of the Berlin–Braunschweig line, including southern dialect areas like Bavarian, Alemannic and Hes-

sian, as well as mid-central varieties like Upper Saxon and Thuringian. The pattern in (3c) is attested

in the same areas as (3b), as well as in northern varieties (essentially in all regional dialects), and it

corresponds to the standard pattern. See Jäger (2016) for a detailed description.
3The pattern in (4a) is identical to the standard pattern; it is the only pattern attested in the

dialect areas north to the Berlin–Braunschweig line but it also occurs in the rest of the regional di-

alects. The patterns given in (4b) and (4c) are both attested in dialects to the south of the Berlin–

Braunschweig line, including southern dialect areas like Bavarian, Alemannic and Hessian, as well as

mid-central varieties like Upper Saxon and Thuringian. See Jäger (2016) for a detailed description.
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(4) a. De
the

Buu
construction

duur
lasts

länger,
longer

as
than

de
the

Meister
master

seggt
said.ptcp

harr.
has

‘The construction lasts longer than the master said.’ (Low German)

(Jäger 2016: 230, ex. 502b, citing Lindow et al. 1998: 300)

b. Ich
I

bin
am

gresser
taller

als
than

wie
as

du
you

‘I am taller than you.’ (Upper Saxon)

(Jäger 2016: 230, ex. 502b, citing Weise 1918: 174)

c. Da
there

kommt
comes

de
the

Brihe
broth

teirer
more.expensive

wie’s
as.the

Flääsch
meat

‘The broth is more expensive than the meat’, fig. ‘it is not worth the effort’

(Thuringian)

(Jäger 2016: 230, ex. 503; Rudolstadt, ThWB 973)

The complementizers als and wie represent two options that differ diachronically, too:

als is the older form and wie is more innovative (cf. Jäger 2010; 2016). Naturally, there

are considerable overlaps (see Jäger 2016: 228–279), yet it seems clear that Southern di-

alects are more innovative in allowing wie in both constructions, while Northern dialects

are more conservative and some of them still preserve the older equative pattern with

als. On the other hand, degree equatives are more innovative than comparatives, given

that the newer pattern (with wie) is well established in most dialects and counts as the

standard, while wie in comparatives is substandard and does not appear in all dialects.

This raises the question why degree equatives are more innovative than comparatives in

German and, if applicable, in other languages, too.

In order to gain some cross-linguistic insights in this respect, I am going to examine an

unrelated language, Hungarian, as well. Hungarian is especially interesting because in

Modern Hungarian there is a full overlap in the complementizer between degree equa-

tives and comparatives, yet the two constructions show differences in the overtness of

the same complementizer.4 The complementizer itself is mint ‘as, than’ (to be glossed

consistently as ‘as’). In addition to the complementizer, various overt operators are al-

lowed, many of which can appear together with a lexical XP, too (see Kenesei 1992;
4At first glance, the situation seems to be similar to South German dialects using wie both in equa-

tives and in comparatives (see Jäger 2010; 2016; 2017). However, these dialects show variation in the

complementizer, as the option with als is allowed in comparatives (just like in the standard language).

Further, the complementizer cannot be left out in either case.
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Bacskai-Atkari 2014b).5

Consider the pattern for degree equatives:

(5) a. Mari
Mary

olyan
so

magas,
tall

mint
as

amilyen
how.rel

(magas)
tall

Péter.
Peter

‘Mary is as tall as Peter.’

b. Mari
Mary

olyan
so

magas,
tall

mint
as

Péter.
Peter

‘Mary is as tall as Peter.’

c. Mari
Mary

olyan
so

magas,
tall

amilyen
how.rel

(magas)
tall

Péter.
Peter

‘Mary is as tall as Peter.’

As can be seen, it is possible for the complementizer and the operator to co-occur; at

the same time, either of them is sufficient on its own.

By contrast, the following pattern can be observed in comparatives:

(6) a. Mari
Mary

magasabb,
taller

mint
as

amilyen
how.rel

(magas)
tall

Péter.
Peter

‘Mary is taller than Peter.’

b. Mari
Mary

magasabb,
taller

mint
as

Péter.
Peter

‘Mary is taller than Peter.’

c. *Mari
Mary

magasabb,
taller

amilyen
how.rel

(magas)
tall

Péter.
Peter

‘Mary is taller than Peter.’

While the doubling configuration is again possible and the complementizer is sufficient

on its own, the operator cannot occur without the complementizer, as indicated by the

ungrammaticality of (6c). Hungarian hence demonstrates a clear contrast between de-

gree equatives and comparatives in that an overt operator is sufficient in the former but

not in the latter clause type, and this difference cannot be attributed to the different

morpho-phonological properties of either the complementizer or the operator in ques-

tions, since they are identical. In fact, Hungarian is not unique in this respect: similar
5Overt operators are possible in various languages, also in combination with an overt comple-

mentiser, including non-standard varieties of English and Dutch (see Bacskai-Atkari 2018b: 90–100).

Note that the overtness of the operator is a prerequisite for the appearance of an overt adjective cross-

linguistically, referred to as the “Overtness Requirement” by Bacskai-Atkari (2018b: 100–102).
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patterns can be observed cross-linguistically (see Bacskai-Atkari 2016b). This raises the

question what makes the presence of the overt complementizer necessary in compara-

tives.

In this article, I am going to argue that the differences regarding the complementiz-

ers between degree equatives and comparatives follow from the fact that comparatives

are always negative polarity environments, whereas degree equatives are not necessarily

negative polarity environments (for instance, they are negative polarity environments

in English but not in German, see also Hohaus & Zimmermann 2014). This ultimately

follows from degree semantics and no true negation is involved in the left periphery.

A negative-like property (see section 4) has to be lexicalised overtly by a functional

head in the clause; a true negative operator is of course ruled out, there being no proper

negation either. It follows that an operator can replace the complementizer with respect

to the overt marking of clause type in degree equatives easier since in this case the ab-

sence of the overt complementizer does not involve a loss in marking the negative-like

property. Consequently, equatives are more innovative diachronically. On the other

hand, operators may ultimately appear as grammaticalized complementizers in compar-

atives, too:6 in the two case studies presented in this paper, this largely follows from

analogy7 with equative clauses. This will be shown to have been the case in the history

of German. In addition, there are languages where complementizer doubling was also

essential in bringing about the change, as will be argued for Hungarian.
6This reanalysis process is a well-know mechanism also underlying the “relative cycle” of Van

Gelderen (2004; 2009). Arguments in favour of such a reanalysis are discussed by Jäger (2010) and es-

pecially by Bacskai-Atkari (2014a). The point of the present article is not to illustrate this process but

rather to investigate under which circumstances it takes place and under which circumstances other

processes took place rather, as evidenced by German.
7In such cases, the new element X in construction A is taken over from a construction B, based on

the similarity between the two constructions. In this way, new elements can appear in a given clause

type, rather than merely reusing already possible material, as would be the case in reanalysis.
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2 Comparative and equative complementizers in Ger-

man

Regarding the complementizer in standard present-day West-Germanic languages, Ger-

man seems to be exceptional both in degree equatives and in comparatives. Consider

the following examples for degree equatives from English, Dutch and German, respec-

tively:

(7) a. Ralph is as tall as Peter.

b. Sophie
Sophie

is
is

zo
so

groot
tall

als
as

Lieke.
Lieke

‘Sophie is as tall as Lieke.’

c. Ralf
Ralph

ist
is

so
so

groß
tall

wie
as

Peter.
Peter.

‘Ralph is as tall as Peter.’

As can be seen, the subordinate clause is introduced by as in English and als in Dutch.

The two are cognates and both derive from the element so. English as derives from eall-

swa (all + so), the forms swelce (swilce, such) and so (swa) are also possible equivalents

historically in as-constructions (see Kortmann 1997: 315–317; see also López-Couso &

Méndez-Naya 2014: 312–314 and references there). Essentially, Dutch als can also be

derived from also (al + so). In fact, German als has an identical etymology: it derives

from Old High German also (all + so), whereby various forms of so are possible his-

torically in as-constructions (see Jäger 2010). Three examples are given from Old High

German in (8a), from Old Saxon in (8b),8 and from Middle High German in (8c).

(8) a. inti
and

gibit
give

imo
him.dat

// só
so

manag
much

so
so

her
he

bitharf.
needs

‘and give him as much as he needs’ (Tatian 72, 28–29)

(Jäger 2016: 49, ex. 71)

b. sô
so

hôho
high

afhuoăi,
elevate

so
so

duot
does

himilrîki
heaven

‘raise as high up as heaven does’ (Heliand 32.2626)

c. waer
be.cond.3sg

er
he

sô
so

milt
generous

als
as

lanc,
tall

er
he

hete
have.cond.3sg

tugende
virtues

vil
many

8The Old Saxon data – so far not discussed considerably in this context – are taken from the DDD

Referenzkorpus Altdeutsch.
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besezzen
possess.inf
‘If he were as generous as he is tall, he would have had many virtues.’

(Walther von der Vogelweide, Werke Bd. 1, 118f; Eggs 2006: 22, ex. 12)

As can be seen, Old High German and Old Saxon conform to the regular West-Germanic

pattern in that degree equatives are introduced by elements related to as (see above);

Modern German is innovative in that the complementizer is wie.

The element wie at first appeared in [Spec,CP], in addition to the original complemen-

tizer so. Consider the following example:

(9) er
he

bi
by

unsih
us

tod
death

thulti,
suffered

so
as

wio
how

so
as

er
he

selbo
self

wolti
wanted

‘he suffered death by us, as he himself wished’

(Otfrid V, 1, 7; Jäger 2010: 488, quoting Schrodt 2004)

Similar patterns were attested in Old High German free relatives with other wh-elements

as well; in all these cases, so is in the C head and the operator is in the specifier of the

same projection (Bacskai-Atkari 2018c: 25; Jäger 2010: 488; cf. Behaghel 1928 and

Paul 1920), resulting in a classical “Doubly Filled COMP” pattern.9

Consider the examples for comparatives in English, Dutch and German, respectively:

(10) a. Ralph is taller than Peter.

b. Maria
Mary

is
is

groter
taller

dan
than

Jan.
John

‘Mary is taller than John.’

c. Ralf
Ralph

ist
is

größer
taller

als
than

Peter.
Peter

‘Ralph is taller than Peter.’

Again, the complementizers than and dan are etymologically identical (note also that

English then and than, as well as German denn and dann are also etymologically; see

Rutten 2012 for West Germanic and Jacon and Wilhelm Grimm’s Deutsches Wörter-

buch)10 and they constitute the regular West-Germanic pattern, whereas Modern Ger-
9Such patterns are common in (West)-Germanic languages in interrogatives and, to a lesser extent,

in relative clauses. See Bacskai-Atkari (2018c) for a comparative analysis of the three clause types in

West Germanic, particularly in South German dialects.
10These elements most probably do not derive from original comparative operators but they are
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man als is exceptional and innovative. However, just as with degree equatives, compar-

atives show the regular West-Germanic configuration in earlier periods of German. The

example in (11a) shows the relevant pattern for Old High German, and the one in (11b)

for Old Saxon:

(11) a. Eno
well

ni
not

birut
are.2pl

ir
you.pl

furirun
greater

thanne
than

sie
they

sín?
are.3pl

‘Are you not much better than they are?’ (Tatian 70, 17)

(Jäger 2016: 30, ex. 40)

b. that
that

he
he

sî
is.sbvj

betara
better

than
than

uui
we

‘that he is better than we are’ (Heliand 3.212)

Again, both Old High German and Old Saxon conform to the regular West-Germanic

pattern described above. Modern German is innovative in showing the original equative

complementizer in comparatives. In addition to denn/dann, a negative-like version wan

is attested historically (as shown by Jäger 2016: 74–95, this element was quite common

in Middle High German and it almost exclusively occurs in negative polarity contexts,

such as when there was a negative element in the matrix clause), which survives in a

few dialects in Swiss German (see Friedli 2005 on wan and weder).

As described by Jäger (2010: 471–475), Middle High German was mostly like Old High

German, and the changes affecting the complementizers can be observed from Early

New High German onwards, especially from the second half of the 16th century. In

degree equatives, wie came to replace als: in this process, the incentive factor is the

availability of wie as a degree operator in another context (interrogatives) anyway.11 In

comparatives, als came to replace denn: in this process, analogy plays a crucial role as

als was introduced into comparatives by way of analogical extension from degree equa-

tives.

Regarding the relationship between als, wie and als wie in both degree equatives and

rather related to the negation-like property (see Stolz 2013 and Bacskai-Atkari 2016b on the typologi-

cal distinction). It should be kept in mind that the grammaticalisation process from operator to head

is not the only way comparative (or equative) complementisers may emerge; see also the discussion in

section 4.
11Overt comparative operators tend to be surface-identical to their interrogative degree operator

counterparts cross-linguistically, see Bacskai-Atkari (2018b: 90–100).
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comparatives, the traditional view (also reflected in Jäger 2010) was that als changed

via an intermediate step als wie to wie. However, as shown by Jäger (2016: 291–298),

this is actually not valid: the combination als wie appears in both degree equatives and

comparatives after the appearance and/or establishment of wie as the complementizer.

Hence, the changes can be schematically represented as follows for degree equatives and

comparatives, respectively:12

(12) a. als(/so) → wie (→ als wie)

b. dann/denn → als → wie (→ als wie)

The change can be detected in non-degree equatives (similatives) the earliest, followed

by degree equatives (the degree equatives discussed here) in the 19th century (affect-

ing the standard language and most dialects); the two essentially undergo the same

changes, though (see Jäger 2016: 294). In comparatives proper, the change starts from

the original complementizer dann/denn: the change to als took place mainly in the

17th–18th centuries, thus at a time when degree equatives were predominantly intro-

duced by wie; subsequently, the change to wie in various dialects took place in the 20th

century, when the same dialects already had wie in degree equatives.

While the doubling pattern with als wie is not a middle stage historically, it still pro-

vides important information concerning the structure of the left periphery. Contempo-

rary examples were given in section 1 above; since als wie appeared after the emergence

of wie as a complementizer in degree equatives, there are historical examples for als wie

in degree equatives, too: consider:

(13) Da
there

steh
stand.1sg

ich
I

nun,
now

ich
I

armer
poor.m

Tor!
fool

Und
and

bin
am

so
so

klug
wise

als
than

wie
as

zuvor.
formerly

‘Here now I stand, poor fool, and I’m just as wise as formerly.’ (Goethe, Faust

I.4)

I follow Bacskai-Atkari (2014a;b) in assuming that in these doubling cases there are two
12See Jäger (2016: 294) for a comprehensive table showing the individual stages. Note that Jäger

(2016: 294), contrary to Jäger (2010: 476), does not include als wie, as it is no longer taken to be a

middle stage in the developments on the left periphery but rather as a further change involving the

matrix degree element. The schematic representations in (12) also follow the more recent analysis.
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CPs (cf. Jäger 2010; 2016, who assumes a combination of a ConjP and a CP).13 This is

illustrated in (14) below:

(14) CP

C′

C

als

CP

Op. C′

C

wie

TP

As can be seen, both als and wie are complementizers. There are arguments in favour

of the status of wie as a complementizer and not as an operator, as opposed to the in-

terrogative degree operator wie (see Bacskai-Atkari 2014a;b). In particular, wie in sub-

clauses cannot take a lexical AP (even though the lexical AP can be phonologically re-

alized), which is an option always available with degree operators, even if they allow the

AP to be stranded.14 This is illustrated in (15) below:

13While neither of the CPs is a designated projection in a cartographic sense (see the arguments

against a cartographic analysis provided by Bacskai-Atkari 2018c), the combinations that can be ob-

served here are severely restricted by degree semantics. Some lower complementizers are like German

wie in that they are specific for comparatives, whereas other lower complementizers are either essen-

tially relative complementizers (e.g. English what, see Bacskai-Atkari 2018b: 91) or declarative ones

(e.g. German dass). This topic cannot be possibly explored in the present paper; for further discussion

see Bacskai-Atkari (2016b).
14This is a reliable test cross-linguistically, especially in the case of operators that derive from their

interrogative operator counterparts, see Bacskai-Atkari (2018b: 82–100). Such examples, however, are

rare in corpora and can be gained ratehr via elicitation. I have not found such examples in the histor-

ical German corpora and Jäger (2016) mentions none either. Evidence for the earlier operator status

of wie comes from other constructions, such as (9), which show the relative status of wie with respect

to a complementizer. In addition, Jäger (2010: 486–487) notes that the complementizer status of wie

in present-day German is also evidenced by its co-occurrence with lower complementizers in hypothet-

ical comparatives (see Bacskai-Atkari 2018a for a more detailed analysis of the development of these
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(15) a. Der
the.m

Tisch
table

ist
is

so
so

lang
long

wie
as

das
the.n

Büro
office

breit
wide

ist.
is

‘The table is as long as the office is wide.’

b. *Der
the.m

Tisch
table

ist
is

so
so

lang
long

wie
as

breit
wide

das
the.n

Büro
office

ist.
is

‘The table is as long as the office is wide.’

c. %Der
the.m

Tisch
table

ist
is

länger
longer

als
than

wie
as

das
the.n

Büro
office

breit
wide

ist.
is

‘The table is longer than the office is wide.’

d. *Der
the.m

Tisch
table

ist
is

länger
longer

als
than

wie
as

breit
wide

das
the.n

Büro
office

ist.
is

‘The table is longer than the office is wide.’

The role of wie in (14) is primarily the marking of the comparative property, even though

the higher complementizer is specified for [compr], too. Before turning to the analysis of

why degree equatives and comparatives show differences, let us first consider similar

doubling effects in a different language, too.

3 Diachronic developments in Hungarian

The diachronic changes attested in Hungarian comparatives mostly took place in Old

Hungarian (9th–16th centuries) and partly continued into Middle Hungarian (16th–

18th centuries). The original comparative complementizer both in degree equatives and

in comparatives was hogy ‘how, that’ (cf. Haader 2003): in comparatives, this element

was followed by the negative Pol head nem ‘not’ (or by sem ‘neither’), the sequence of

hogy nem possible fusing into honnem (see Bacskai-Atkari 2014a;b). The element mint

‘how, as’ appeared already in Old Hungarian as an operator (cf. Haader 2003) and it

came to be the eventual comparative complementizer both in degree equatives and in

comparatives, yet its appearance and distribution shows asymmetries between the two

clause types.

Let us first consider the pattern in equatives. The operator use of the element hogy and

mint (in the sense of ‘how’) is attested already in the earliest texts; consider the follow-

ing examples, taken from the same text:15

constructions). This was evidently not possible in previous stages.
15The historical Hungarian examples, unless otherwise specified, are taken from the “Old Hungarian

Concordance” corpus.
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(16) a. furiſcte
bathes

muſia!||
washes

etetý
feeds

ýmletí.
breastfeeds

ug
so

hug
how

ana
mother

ſciluttet.
child.poss.acc

‘she bathes, washes, feeds and breastfeeds him as a mother does her child’

(Königsberg Fragment and its Ribbons, beginning of the 13th century)

b. Ez
this

oz
the

ýſten
God

myntevt
how.he.acc

eſmeríuc!
know.1pl

‘this is God as we know him’

(Königsberg Fragment and its Ribbons, beginning of the 13th century)

The element mint is also attested in degree equatives on its own:

(17) Mondom
say.1sg

byzonnyal
surely

tynektek,
you.dat

merth
that

Salamon
Solomon

es
also

mynden
all

hew
his

dyczǫ́ſegheben
glory.ine

nem
not

volth
was

ollyan
so

rwhazatos
arrayed

mynt
how

ezekkezzǫ́l
among.these

egyk
one

‘And yet I say unto you, That even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like

one of these.’ (Jordánszky Codex 371, Matthew 6:29, 1516–1519)

As of 7th August 2019, the normalized part of the “Old Hungarian Concordance” cor-

pus contains no examples for single hogy in degree equatives proper. It is, however, at-

tested in combination with mint:16

(18) mínd
all

anne
so.much

bǫsegǫs
plenty

kǫńhullatasoc
crying.pl

mene
as.much

a
the

vízeknec
waters.dat

sokassaghí
multitude.poss.pl

sem
neither

volnanac
be.cond.3pl

en
I

elǫttem
before.1sg

kellemetǫsek/
pleasant.pl

Auaǵ
or

foganatosoc
effective.pl

hoǵ
than

mint
how

akki
who

zǫnetlen
incessantly

a
the

kereztfanac
rood.dat

ǫ
he

keserúseget
bitterness.poss.acc

v́
he

testeben
body.poss.ine

víselí
bears

‘not even as much crying as the multitude of waters would be as pleasant and

touching to me as the one who incessantly bears the bitterness of the rood in his

body’ (Nagyszombat Codex 40–41, 1512/1513)

The findings indicate that while the operator use of hogy is still attested in Old Hungar-

ian, in degree equatives it has already given way to the new element mint. This consid-

erably differs from the pattern in comparatives proper (see below and Bacskai-Atkari

2014a). The changes in degree equatives can be schematized as follows:
16The combination hogy mint is glossed as ‘that how’ to indicate that the higher element is actually

a complementiser marking finiteness only in such combinations already; see the discussion below.
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(19) hogy → hogy mint → mint

It seems plausible that in the middle stage initially neither element was obligatory: that

is, while either hogy or mint had to be overt to mark [compr], one of them was suffi-

cient.17 This is reminiscent of the pattern attested in Modern Hungarian with mint and

comparative operators, see section 1. The structure for the doubling pattern (taking

now mint as a complementizer and no longer as an operator) is shown in (20) below:

(20) CP

C′

C

hogy

CP

Op. C′

C

mint

…

However, it seems that this doubling pattern was reanalyzed quite early as one involv-

ing a finiteness marker and a comparative element, leading to the loss of [compr] on

hogy, making it impossible for this element to introduce degree equatives on its own.

This is in line with the general spread of hogy as a finite subordinator in this period

(Bacskai-Atkari 2016a).

The structure is similar to the German doubling pattern given in (14), even though, as

will be argued in the next section, the pattern emerged differently in the two languages.

Let us now turn to the pattern in comparatives. The earliest pattern involves the com-
17Typologically, the pattern involving an overt matrix degree element and a comparative clause as

its complement is very much a European phenomenon (see, for instance, Stolz 2013). While some Eu-

ropean languages have zero (ordinary) relative clauses, the same kind of pattern is not attested in com-

parative clauses (either degree equative or comparative proper). Note, however, that zero relatives are

also subject to various restrictions in languages like English and hence the lack of zero comparatives is

not surprising by itself. The reasons behind this, however, should be explored by future work.
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plementizer hogy and the negative polarity marker nem (see Bacskai-Atkari 2014a):18

(21) Zǭnėkm̄g
cease.sbjv.3sg.prt

te
you

meltatlākodatod
indignance.poss.2sg

mv̇
we

èllènǭc
against.1pl

mẻt
because

iob
better

hog
that

èlèuènėn
alive

zolgallonc
serve.sbjv.1pl

Nabuhodonozor
Nebuchadnezzar

nag
great

kiralnac
king.dat

&
and

alazkoggonc
cringe.sbjv.1pl

te
you

nèkėd
you.dat

hog
that

nē
not

meghaluāc
prt.dying.1pl

mv̇
we

vèzèdelmǭcbèn
peril.poss.1pl.ine

mv̇nmagonc
ourselves

mv̇
we

zolgalatōknac
service.poss.1pl.dat

karat
damage.poss.acc

zènuèggu̇c
suffer.sbjv.1pl

‘cease to be indignant towards us because it is better for us to serve the great

king Nebuchadnezzar alive and to cringe before you than to suffer the damages

of our service dying’ (Vienna Codex 14, after 1416)

A later configuration involves the combination of the C head hogy, the polarity marker

nem and mint, which was either an operator or a complementizer at this stage:

(22) Te
you

igyekevzeted
diligence.poss.2sg

az
the

isteny
divine

zolgalatban
service.ine

jnkab
rather

léǵen
be.sbjv.3sg

arra
that.sub

hog
that

az
the

zent
sacred

irasnak
writing.dat

igy
thus

ebevl
this.ela

lelky
spiritual

ertelmet
sense.acc

vegy
take.sbjv.2sg

es
and

aytatossagnak
prayer.dat

keuansagat
desire.poss.acc

hog
that

nem
not

mynt
as

vduarlokeppen
courting

eneklesnek
singing.dat

mogyat
mode.poss.acc

tegyed
do.sbjv.2sg

‘your diligence in serving God should be directed at gaining a spiritual under-
18Note that the spelling in the Old Hungarian example differs from moden standard spelling, just

as is the case with the German examples. In Old Hungarian spelling, the macron on a vowel indicates

a following nasal consonant. While the example in (21) contains a tensed clausal comparative comple-

ment, it is also possible to have a clause reduced to a single remnant. Consider:

(i) mert
because

iob
better

ènnèkem
I.dat

halal
death

hog
that

nē
not

ėlèt
life

‘because death is better for me than life’

(Vienna Codex 244, after 1416)

The same applies to the other constructions presented in the paper. This provides evidence that the

relevant patterns are not tied to the presence of an overt lexical verb (which differs from comparatives

containing dass in German or what in English. Nevertheless, as also demonstrated by the nominative

case-marking in (i), there is a clause in the underlying structure, unlike in true phrasal comparatives.

See Bacskai-Atkari (2017) for a discussion of the difference between reduced clausal comparatives and

phrasal comparatives (and references there).
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standing of the Scripture and a desire for prayer, rather than at taking the op-

portunity to sing for courting’ (Horvát Codex 138v–139r, 1522)

Note that the negative element could be left out occasionally when the C heads hogy

and mint were combined with each other:

(23) edesseget
sweetness.acc

erze
felt.3sg

nagyoban
greater

hogymint
that.as

annak
that.dat

elǫtte
before.3sg

‘(s)he felt sweetness even more than before’ (Lázár Codex 71r, after 1525)

Finally, single mint is attested in Old Hungarian comparatives as well:

(24) Es
and

parāčola
commanded.3sg

hog
that

a
the

kèmencè
furnace

hètzer
seven.times

inkab
rather

gerièztètnec
heat.caus.cond.3sg

mēt
as

zokotvala
use.be.pst

gerièztètni
heat.pass.inf

‘and he commanded that they should heat the furnace one seven times more

than it was wont to be heated’ (Vienna Codex 127, after 1416)

Again, the patterns show considerable overlaps in time (see Bacskai-Atkari 2014a), yet

the changes in comparatives can be schematized as follows:

(25) hogy nem → hogy nem mint → hogy (nem) mint → mint

While the third stage shows some optionality in the realization of the polarity marker,

the presence of the polarity marker is contingent on the availability of a higher C that

must also be lexicalized (see Bacskai-Atkari 2014a). Conversely, the poalrity marker

nem can be absent only if mint is realized overtly. The structure of hogy mint is analo-

gous to (20), while the structure of hogy nem mint is given in (26) below (see Bacskai-

Atkari 2014a;b, Bacskai-Atkari & Dékány 2014):
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(26) CP

C′

C

hogy

PolP

Pol′

Pol

nem

CP

Op. C′

C

mint

…

Since the PolP is not a clause-typing projection on its own, it must be selected by a C

head above it. Obviously, mint could be the operator itself in earlier stages, just like in

(20), patterning with ordinary relative operators.

While degree equatives and comparatives show a largely parallel development (see Bacskai-

Atkari 2014a), some asymmetry can be observed. On the one hand, doubling construc-

tions (and triple combinations) in comparatives, shown in (26), can be observed even

in Middle Hungarian, while single mint is sporadic in Old Hungarian. By contrast, sin-

gle mint is available in degree equatives early on. The asymmetry is reminiscent of the

changes attested in German (see section 2) in that degree equatives are more innovative

than comparatives; however, the two changes show greater overlaps.19

19A further difference is related to regional variation and standardization. As mentioned in section

1, some developments in German can be detected in certain regional varieties only. Throughout the

history of German varieties, comparative and equative complementizers show regional variation. Ac-

cordingly, the standard variety is also unaffected by certain changes that apply to regional varieties.

The situation is different in Hungarian, where no regional differences can be detected in this respect.
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4 Degree semantics, negative polarity and feature

changes

Based on the data presented in the previous sections, the question arises why degree

equatives are more innovative than comparatives (in German and in Hungarian) and

why German demonstrates a clear drag-chain from degree equatives to comparatives

(see Jäger 2016), whereas the two clause types show almost parallel development in

Hungarian. In this section, I am going to argue that the differences can primarily be

traced back to comparatives semantics and the way syntactic changes were driven by

feature changes. This is in line with what Baker (2008) dubbed as the Borer–Chomsky

Conjecture (going back to Borer 1984 and Chomsky 1995), according to which syntac-

tic change is the result of changes in the lexicon. In essence, this view hypothesises that

syntactic change exist only as a reflex of changes in other components of language (see

the discussion in Biberauer & Walkden 2015).

As shown by Seuren (1973), comparative clauses are negative polarity environments.

This is attributed to the fact that comparative clauses are downward entailing environ-

ments (see Ladusaw 1979 on the relation between downward entailment and negative

polarity contexts, and the later analyses of von Stechow 1984 and Heim 1985; 2000, and

for a newer analysis, Hohaus & Zimmermann 2014). Downward entailing environment

is due to the maximality operator; as argued by Hohaus & Zimmermann (2014), com-

parative constructions involve a maximality operator and, in its scope, a comparative

operator in the semantics, whereby neither is tied to a particular syntactic projection

and to the notion of degree (that is, they are present in non-degree equatives, too).

Recall the examples in (1), repeated here as (27):

(27) a. Ralph is as tall as Peter (is).

b. Ralph is taller than Peter (is).

In both kinds of degree comparison constructions, two degrees are compared to each

other: d (in the matrix clause) and d′ (in the subordinate clause). In degree equatives,

d is the same or higher than d′: in (27a), the degree to which Ralph is tall is the same

as or higher than the degree to which Peter is tall. In comparatives, d is higher than d′:

in (27b), the degree to which Ralph is tall is higher than the degree to which Peter is
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tall. The degree d associated with the matrix degree element in degree equatives (so/as

in German/English) is thus the maximum for the value of d′. Given this relation, the

matrix degree element can also lexicalize the maximality operator:20 alternatively, the

maximality operator is lexicalised lower, that is, by the equative complementizer. Nat-

urally, there can be only a single maximality operator in a single construction and it

depends on the specific language how this property is set. By contrast, the matrix de-

gree element in comparatives (-er in German/English) expresses merely a higher degree

than d′ but it does not set the maximal value of d′. This property has to be expressed

by a lower syntactic projection, which is the comparative complementizer. Importantly,

the maximum value of d′ is itself not equal to d and this property is reflected by the

relevant element in the subclause.

I suggest that the difference between degree equatives and comparatives can be traced

back to the properties described above. The maximality operator can be expressed by

the matrix element in degree equatives but not in comparatives. As a consequence, the

CP in the degree equative clause is associated with equality by default, while in com-

parative clauses it is associated with inequality (see Jäger 2016). The property of equal-

ity/inequality is inherited from the matrix degree element. Complementizers differ in

terms of their feature specification: some of them are specified either as marking equal-

ity, [EQ], or as inequality, [INEQ], while others are unspecified.

This property of inequality is similar to negation and expletive negation in that it has

to be lexicalized by a phonologically visible element (see Dryer 2013 on the necessity of

lexicalizing negation cross-linguistically). As there is no negative operator in the com-

parative subclause (there being no true negation involved when the inequality of the

two degrees is expressed), this is carried out by the comparative complementizer. This

kind of inequality marking (referred to as “degree negation” descriptively by Bacskai-

Atkari 2016b) encoded by the complementizer is reflected by the fact that many lan-

guages contain a negative-like element in the complementizer (see Bacskai-Atkari 2016b).

Complementizers that inherently contain a negative-like element are specific for com-

parative clauses; however, it is also possible to have complementizers in the topmost C

head that are lexically specified as comparative, [compr], but do not express inequal-
20Note also that, according to standard (comparative) semantics, degree equatives and comparatives

involved the same maximality operator (see, for instance, Beck 2011).
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ity: these complementizers can be shared between degree equatives and comparatives,

as is the case in the history of German als and wie, and this applies to Hungarian mint

as well. The case of Hungarian hogy is special inasmuch as it was apparently licensed

in comparatives expressing inequality only with an overt PolP as a complement, which

encoded inequality phonologically. Note that the polarity marker in Old (and Middle)

Hungarian is very high up in the clause, as it can indeed appear between two CP layers

and cannot be considered as an instance of negation or expletive negation (contrasting

also with Romance expletive negation in comparatives, see the Romance data of Seuren

1973).

The differences in the properties to be encoded have consequences for the structure of

the CP-periphery in the subclause. In degree equatives, there is no degree inequality to

be expressed and as the matrix equative element can take up the function of lexicalizing

the maximality operator, it is possible to have a single CP in the subordinate clause.

At the same time, a double CP is possible if the maximality operator is lexicalized by

a complementizer above the CP containing the comparative operator. In comparatives,

degree inequality has to be lexicalized and the matrix degree element cannot take up

the function of lexicalizing the maximality operator, meaning that a double CP is nec-

essary in the subclause, whereby the higher CP is responsible for encoding inequality

and the lower CP hosts the comparative operator (overt or covert): the head of this CP

is either a comparative complementizer or a more general relative complementizer (see

Bacskai-Atkari 2016b).

Let us now turn to the analysis of the historical constructions and the feature changes

inducing syntactic reanalysis. I will adopt the features [compr] for comparative and [d-

neg] for (degree) inequality used by Bacskai-Atkari (2016b) for the sake of simplicity

and I assume that both have to be lexicalized overtly in the subordinate clause by some

element in order to type the clause properly.

Starting with German, the earliest patterns can be described as follows. In degree equa-

tives, the following structure is assumed:
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(28) CP

C′

C[compr]

(al)so/als(o)[compr],[EQ]

CP

Op. C′

C[compr]

∅

TP

Syntactically, there is only one feature, [compr], to be encoded here. The operator is

covert and is on the scope of the higher complementizer.21 The structure of the CP in

comparative clauses is essentially similar:

(29) CP

C′

C[compr],[d-neg]

denn/dann[compr],[INEQ]

CP

Op. C′

C[compr]

∅

TP

The difference between (28) and (29) lies in the lexical features of the complementiz-

ers: denn/dann encodes inequality (given here as INEQ), while so/als encodes equal-

ity (given here as EQ). Either complementizer is incompatible with the non-matching

clause type at this stage.

As discussed in section 2, the first step of reanalysis affecting German comparatives is
21As mentioned before, there is no reason to suppose that the element denn/dann derives from a

comparative operator; regarding this element, (29) is taken to be the starting point.
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the extension of als to comparatives. This change was enabled by the grammatical-

ization of als into a comparative complementizer specified as [compr] but no longer

equipped with a lexical feature encoding equality. This was enabled by two factors.

First, the change started in non-degree equatives (see Jäger 2016), where the comple-

mentizer expresses similarity rather than equality; second, in degree equatives the ma-

trix equative element encodes equation already and can take over this function from

the complementizer, which ultimately becomes unspecified for equality/inequality and

is hence compatible with both kinds of matrix elements (see above). Given this, the

element als was no longer incompatible with constructions such as (29) and was analog-

ically extended, resulting in (30):

(30) CP

C′

C[compr],[d-neg]

als[compr]

CP

Op. C′

C[compr]

∅

TP

Note that als does not have to be lexically specified as a negative-like element: degree

inequality, [d-neg], has to be lexicalized by inserting an overt element into C but the

particular element does not have to match this feature, though it should not be incom-

patible with it either. At this stage, degree equatives have exactly the same structure,

the difference from (28) being only that als is no longer specified as equative. In line

with Jäger (2016), I assume that this change is motivated by economy: once the lexical

feature of equality is lost on the element, the same complementizer is available in both

types of comparatives.

However, once als came to be a mere [compr] marker (unspecified for [EQ]/[INEQ]), in

equatives this induced a further change, starting again from non-degree equatives: this

was the introduction of the overt comparative operator and later complementizer wie,
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already present in non-degree equatives in Old High German (see Jäger 2010). This was

able to lexicalize the comparative property in the lowest CP, given that it started as an

operator in the specifier thereof (that is, where the comparative operator is regularly

located, see Bacskai-Atkari 2014a). In such cases, however, the [compr] feature to be

encoded in the subclause is already checked off and marked overtly, and hence there is

no need to generate a further CP layer: in degree equatives, the matrix equative ele-

ment can also lexicalize the maximality operator (see the discussion above). Hence, the

left periphery of the degree equative clause is as follows:22

(31) CP

Op. C′

C[compr]

wie[compr],[EQ]

TP

In this case, wie is specified as equative inherently. This reflects the Standard German

pattern: wie is [EQ] and als, which used to be unspecified, has disappeared from equa-

tives and is therefore associated only with [INEQ].23

Again, as several southern dialects of German show, wie can lose this lexical feature

and become a more grammaticalized element, and as such it can be analogically ex-

tended to comparatives, just like it was described for als. In these dialects, it is under-

specified for [EQ]/[INEQ]. The recurrent changes attested with comparative particles

is referred to as the comparative cycle by Jäger (2010; 2016) and it essentially shows

a canonical example of grammaticalization in that the loss of lexical features induces

reanalysis in the syntax, whereby the new syntactic configuration can lead to the ap-

pearance of previously covert elements.

Naturally, the processes described here raise the question how the doubling pattern als
22Naturally, as long as wie was still an operator, it was located in [Spec,CP]: in this case, the head

would be empty.
23Essentially, there is thus no complementizer change from equative to comparative, but rather a

change from equative to unspecified to comparative. This is in line with the general assumption that

linguistic change is gradient.
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wie can be handled. Jäger (2016) shows that the appearance of als in wie-equatives is

not the residue of the earlier als-pattern in degree equative clauses but the reanalysis of

the matrix equative element, again starting from non-degree equatives. This is compat-

ible with the analysis presented here and involves a change in labelling. Adopting the

analysis of Lechner (2004) in terms of the comparative subclause being a complement

of the matrix degree head, I assume that the matrix equative element takes the CP as

its complement; given that in non-degree equatives there is no degree involved, I indi-

cate this XP as EquatP in the following representation instead of DegP but it could be

thought of as a more general functional projection as well:

(32) EquatP

Equat′

Equat[compr]

als(o)[compr],[EQ]

CP

Op. C′

C[compr]

wie[compr]

TP

The sequence of two comparative functional heads can be reanalyzed as the sequence of

two CPs as well, without any changes in the relevant features [compr] and the lexical

feature of the higher functional head:
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(33) CP

C′

C[compr]

als(o)[compr],[EQ]

CP

Op. C′

C[compr]

wie[compr]

TP

Again, the same construction can be extended to comparatives, too. The double CP

construction is transparent since the wie-CP corresponds to a proper comparative CP

containing the operator.24 In comparative clauses, the two CPs are necessarily present

due to the semantics anyway (the higher projection hosting the maximality operator

and the lower projection hosting the comparative operator, see above) and hence the

doubling construction exhibits a one-to-one correspondence with the underlying struc-

ture in this respect.

The asymmetry between degree equatives and comparatives can hence be attributed to

degree semantics and has to do with the fact that the loss of lexical features can more

readily occur in degree equatives, from which certain changes may analogically spread,

too.

Let us now turn to the question of why Hungarian is slightly different. As was described

in section 3, the change from hogy (nem) to mint took place via an intermediate step

where a double CP was overtly realized. Regarding degree equatives, the availability of

clauses introduced by a single mint as a comparative operator (see (16b) above) is in

line with the assumption that degree equatives do not have to have a double CP layer:

the CP containing the comparative operator may suffice, just as in the history of Ger-

man or as in Modern Hungarian (see section 1). The question is rather why the change

involved the availability of a doubling step, contrary to German, where als was replaced
24Transparency is one of the leading principles of syntactic change, see, for instance, Lightfoot

(1979).
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by wie. On the one hand, doubling in Hungarian involved a surface distinction between

degree equatives introduced by hogy (mint) and comparatives introduced by hogy nem

(mint): the presence or the absence of PolP was indicative of whether the clause was

equative or comparative, but PolP was licensed only if there was an overt C above it

(that is, it was not a clause-type marker itself but an element determined by the clause-

typing element).25 On the other hand, there was a particular feature loss involved with

hogy: as described by Bacskai-Atkari (2016a), hogy came to be a general subordinator

during Old and partly Middle Hungarian. This involved the loss of its [compr] feature,

and the comparative operator started to be lexicalized presumably during the weaken-

ing of this lexical feature as a way of marking [compr] overtly. Hence, the sequence hogy

mint could ultimately consist of two overt elements with two distinct functions: one

marking finite subordination and the other marking the comparative property:26

(34) CP

C′

C[compr]

hogy[sub]

CP

Op. C′

C[compr]

mint[compr]

…

Ultimately, these constructions disappeared utterly from the language: the reason is

most probably the fact that the highest complementizer became optional as it came to

be reinterpreted as a mere finite subordinator and finite embedding was later encoded

by the original lower complementizer. With the establishment of mint as the compara-
25This kind of dependency can be observed in expletive negation more generally: the negative-like

element is not a proper negator but an element that is contingent upon the presence of another ele-

ment. Negative polarity items are likewise dependent on a certain licensing condition.
26Recall that mint is not specified lexically as either [EQ] or [INEQ]. Note also that, just like in the

case of German wie, as long as mint was still an operator, it was located in [Spec,CP]: in this case, the

lower C head would be empty. See Bacskai-Atkari (2014a).
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tive complementizer and with the appearance of new comparative operators (Bacskai-

Atkari 2014a), doubling of the type given in section 1 is possible.

The situation in comparative clauses is different inasmuch as the PolP is also present:

(35) CP

C′

C[compr],[d-neg]

hogy[sub]

PolP

Pol′

Pol

nem

CP

Op. C′

C

mint[compr]

…

While inequality is lexicalized by hogy in the higher C head, it is not lexically specified

as a polarity marker, which is why a PolP is generated right below it.27 In this configu-

ration, mint can take over the function of marking the clause type only after it has been

established as a comparative complementizer but it cannot appear on its own as an op-

erator. The overt presence of a PolP indicates for the language learner that mint can-

not be the element lexicalizing [d-neg], which is presumably a conserving effect for the

particular configuration. The same cannot be said about degree equatives where no sep-

arate polarity marker is present and by the feature loss on hogy the marker of [compr]

can be ultimately assigned to mint. Nevertheless, since the feature loss on hogy affected
27Note that this is a language-specific setting: overt polarity markers – either in a PolP or lower in

the clause – are attested in some languages but not in others, independently of the fact whether the

comparative complementizer is identical to the one introducing degree equatives. German, for instance,

does not have such a marker either synchronically or historically, even though the use of a unified com-

plementizer is attested both in present-day and in historical dialects. See Bacskai-Atkari (2016b) on

cross-linguistic aspects.
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both clause types in the same period, the feature loss being a more general process, it

is expected that the change from hogy to mint in comparatives should show consider-

able overlaps between the two clause tapes; as opposed to German, the role of analogy

is minor.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented a cross-linguistic study of the diachronic development of compar-

atives, providing a formal account for why comparative operators generally grammat-

icalize into complementizers in degree equatives more readily than in comparatives. I

argued that this is so because the degree equatives do not necessarily have a double CP

layer and because comparatives have to encode (degree) inequality, which has to be lex-

icalized by a functional head. This is a preserving factor for original complementizers in

comparative clauses; in degree equative clauses, the features of the comparative opera-

tor essentially match those of the C head, and it is also possible not to lexicalize the C

head itself.

I demonstrated that the loss of features is a key factor in the changes at the CP-periphery

in comparatives, in line with the Borer-Chomsky Conjecture. In German, the loss of

lexical features on the complementizer in degree equatives resulted in a general compar-

ative complementizer that could be analogically extended to comparatives. In Hungar-

ian, the loss of the [compr] feature on the original comparative complementizer facili-

tated the reanalysis of the comparative operator into a complementizer as it came to be

the ultimate marker of the relevant property. In either case, an asymmetry between de-

gree equatives and comparatives is attested in a way that can be expected on the basis

of degree semantics, and as such the described changes follow from more general princi-

ples of universal grammar.
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